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H I G H L I G H T S  

• First measurement of elastic modulus in thin interlayers of W/EUROFER FGM. 
• Linear trend of coating mechanical properties with tungsten content. 
• Steel plates with channels can be coated with tungsten without severe overheating.  
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A B S T R A C T   

The First Wall of a fusion reactor needs to withstand high heat flux as well as particle bombardment. For this, a 
First Wall made of steel requires a protective coating with a material that may still transfer heat for conversion to 
energy, such as tungsten. Its thermal expansion mismatch towards steel is overcome by vacuum plasma spraying 
of a functionally graded material onto the steel wall, followed by a tungsten top coat. This process was recently 
transferred to industry for upscaling, to develop a coating technology that can cover the large dimensions of First 
Wall components without deteriorating the substrate steel’s properties by overheating. This work represents an 
instrumented indentation study of the achieved coating quality and properties, combined with microstructural 
analysis. Hardness profiles within coating and substrate indicate successful establishment of a linearly func-
tionally graded material and only minor substrate overheating. The latter observation is supported by electron 
backscatter diffraction showing no change in the substrate’s microstructure. The substrate hardness was inves-
tigated on several positions of coated plates sizing up to 500 × 250 mm2. The results indicate faster cooldown in 
the plate corners. Cooling channel bores that were pre-fabricated in the plates had no effect on plate hardness 
after coating. The elastic modulus of the coating’s interlayers, determined by instrumented indentation, was 
found lower than predicted from bulk properties. This is attributed to the heterogeneous microstructure of the 
thermally sprayed coating.   

1. Introduction 

Future fusion reactors pose challenging operating conditions for the 
materials of the plasma-facing First Wall (FW). In the European 
Demonstration Power Plant (DEMO), this steel wall will contain cooling 
channels to harvest heat for energy conversion [1,2] and require a 
protective tungsten coating to minimise wall erosion by sputtering with 
high-energy particles from the fusion plasma [3–5]. In order to achieve 
good bonding between tungsten and steel despite their mismatch in 
thermal expansion coefficient, functionally graded material (FGM) can 

be applied in between [6–8]. The FGM under investigation consists of 
several interlayers of mixed tungsten and steel that sum up to a total 
coating thickness of 2 mm. The mixing ratio varies over FGM thickness 
to create a smooth transition of properties between steel substrate and 
tungsten top coat. Such FGM-based coatings are able to withstand 
fusion-relevant high heat flux and thermal fatigue scenarios [9–11]. A 
fabrication process for these coatings by vacuum/low-pressure plasma 
spraying (VPS/LPPS) technology was developed [7,8] and successfully 
transferred to industry for upscaling towards fusion-relevant larger 
geometries. 
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The development of such tungsten-based coatings is an active and 
challenging field and a good example of the innovation potential of 
fusion science. Several new coating approaches are currently being 
investigated that push the capabilities of existing coating technologies to 
new limits. Besides the vacuum-plasma sprayed coatings investigated in 
this study, the approach of radio-frequency inductively coupled plasma 
spraying recently led to a successful creation of a FGM of tungsten and 
316 L steel over a thickness of 1 mm, with low porosity and no traces of 
oxides or brittle intermetallic phases [12]. Beyond plasma spraying, the 
first successful attempts to create tungsten-based coatings by cold 
spraying have been reported [13,14]. The cold spraying approaches still 
suffer from low deposition efficiencies regarding the brittle tungsten and 
the relatively low processing temperatures, but these challenges are 
increasingly addressed by using a ductile secondary phase. These de-
velopments comprise a 2 mm thick coating of mixed tungsten and 
tantalum with less than 1% porosity that survived high heat flux tests at 
4 MW/m2 [13] and mixed tungsten/EUROFER coatings on AISI 304 
steel substrate, with porosity below 8% and thickness up to the milli-
metre range [14]. A remarkable new approach to join tungsten and steel 
with an FGM makes use of computational phase diagrams and diffusion 
simulations to find interlayer materials that will establish sufficient 
metallic bonding between layers and especially tungsten, and that 
avoids the formation of brittle intermetallic phases in the process [15]. 
There, joints with thickness in the millimetre were created by spark 
plasma sintering, comprising layers of W/VCrTi/VCrAl/FeCrAl/steel. 
However, they still bear potential weakness at the interfaces towards 
tungsten and steel, as revealed by relatively high hardness jumps across 
these interfaces [15]. For the other aforementioned new developments, 
no mechanical analysis was reported so far and none of the approaches 
above has yet exceeded the laboratory scale. The mechanical perfor-
mance of a tungsten coating, also over larger areas, will however be 
crucial to its use in a fusion reactor. The present study focuses on these 
aspects for plasma-sprayed W/EUROFER FGMs. 

A first upscaling step was recently completed, with LPPS-coated 
plates sizing up to 500 × 250 mm2 and including cooling channels 
[16]. The cooling channels are essential in future First Wall panels and 
current manufacturing routes require them to be fabricated prior to 
coating [17]. They were therefore included here, to study if their pres-
ence significantly affects the heat distribution in the plates during the 
coating process. No coolant flow was applied during the coating process. 
Nevertheless, the presence of such channels during coating may, even 
without operating coolant flow, potentially lead to local temperature 
differences during the coating process. Such local temperature differ-
ences are difficult to measure directly, but if they become too high they 
may locally change mechanical properties, which can be tracked by 
investigating the substrate hardness over depth. The focus of the pre-
sented study is set on a quality analysis of these components by means of 
indentation. Additionally, the hardness and elastic properties of the 
FGM coating interlayers are assessed and the microstructure is analysed 
by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), including electron backscatter 
diffraction (EBSD). 

The steel used for the coating interlayers is the reduced-activation 
ferritic-martensitic steel EUROFER, while the substrate steel is P92 
(1.4901) because of its much higher availability. For the coating, 
availability was not an issue since the steel powder used here was 
individually pre-fabricated by gas atomisation of a small melt batch. 
Therefore, EUROFER was selected since it is the planned material for 
DEMO [18]. The pairing of a EUROFER-based coating on a P92 substrate 
is a relevant system for fusion-oriented studies prior to irradiation state. 
Both are high-chromium steels with comparable chemical composition 
[16,19,20], a tempered martensitic microstructure [21,22] and com-
parable mechanical properties under non-irradiated conditions [23–25]. 
Also, P92 steel is closest to EUROFER in terms of magnetic properties 
and is therefore a selected structural material for the ASDEX Upgrade 
tokamak to investigate magnetic interactions with fusion plasma [26]. 

In terms of coating quality, the plasma spraying process used here 

could overheat the steel substrate, leading to undesired annealing, 
potentially recrystallisation, and alteration of mechanical properties of 
the steel substrate. This potential overheating introduces two dilemmas 
that need to be overcome in the investigation of such coatings. The first 
dilemma is the question of how to measure overheating. VPS coating 
facilities are equipped only with limited capabilities for thermocouple 
placement and available pyrometers are only able to survey the surface 
temperature. This especially limits temperature surveillance over the 
depth of the larger plates coated here to but a few points [16]. However, 
the temperature history of a part may indirectly be tracked by probing 
the hardness of the steel substrate after the coating process, since 
overheating causes annealing and change of mechanical properties of 
the substrate [9]. 

The second dilemma is that, while overheating of the bulk steel 
substrate is undesirable, mechanical analyses of laboratory-coated 
specimens indicate that minor substrate overheating correlates with 
improved coating adhesion [9,27]. In these studies, the strongest 
adhesion was found on overheated samples [27]. The overheating was 
verified by coarsened grain structure of the steel substrate and by 
reduction of its hardness to about 65% of the base value over the entire 
probed substrate depth [9]. In addition, an increased substrate tem-
perature may positively correlate with reduced coating porosity and 
thus improved thermal diffusivity of such coatings [28]. Potentially, this 
dilemma may be overcome when minor substrate overheating is toler-
ated only close to the coated surface [9]. Therefore, in the light of the 
upscaling of coated parts towards fusion-relevant size, temperature 
management will become increasingly important in order to achieve 
good coating adhesion over the entire coated area. 

Indentation experiments are not only a suitable means to locally test 
the steel substrate for overheating by tracking corresponding hardness 
changes [9]. For the different FGM coating interlayers, indentation 
testing allows to probe the achieved gradient in mechanical properties 
between steel and tungsten. A detailed knowledge of the FGM interlayer 
properties is of high interest for finite element simulations of coated First 
Wall components in order to predict their behaviour under 
fusion-relevant load conditions over elongated time scales [29]. How-
ever, the mechanical properties of individual FGM interlayers are 
difficult to access by conventional (e.g. tensile) testing because of the 
low interlayer thickness (about 240 μm [16]). Here, instrumented 
indentation with measurement of load over indentation depth can fill 
the gap and provide, alongside with hardness, first estimates of the in-
terlayers’ elastic properties [30,31]. For the EUROFER substrate, a 
previous instrumented indentation study on similar components found 
modulus values in a range of 220–250 GPa. The lower end of this range 
is very close to the literature value of approx. 217 GPa [6,23,25,32,33]. 

This work presents a detailed indentation analysis of industry- 
fabricated coatings with protective tungsten top layer and tungsten/ 
EUROFER FGM interlayers on P92 steel. The coated components 
comprise blocks of 50 × 50 mm2 coated area as well as plates with 
coated area of 300 × 200 mm2 and 500 × 250 mm2, including cooling 
channels. In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, profiles of Vickers hardness and elastic 
modulus of the 50 × 50 mm2 blocks, the latter derived from instru-
mented microindentation, are investigated over the thickness of the 
coating and into the substrate material. We use microindentation here 
instead of the more common nanoindentation, because the latter pene-
trates too little material volume to find representative properties of the 
heterogeneous coating where individual “splat” particles of steel or 
tungsten measure more than 5 μm in their lowest dimension. An EBSD 
analysis of the coating-substrate interface is performed to interpret the 
observed hardness profiles. Afterwards, substrate hardness profiles on 
different sections of the large coated plates with cooling channels 
(Section 3.3), as well as SEM micrographs of the coating and coating- 
substrate interface (Section 3.4) are compared in order to test the ho-
mogeneity of coating quality and heat distribution in industrially coated 
components as well as porosity of the coating. 
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2. Materials and methods 

During the transfer of the tungsten/EUROFER FGM coating tech-
nology to industry, several blocks of 50 × 50 mm2 area as well as plates 
with 300 × 200 mm2 and 500 × 250 mm2 area containing cooling 
channels were coated by the company COATEC GmbH (Schlüchtern, 
Germany) using low-pressure plasma spraying. All substrates consisted 
of 20 mm thick ferritic-martensitic P92 steel (1.4901) due to its higher 
availability and comparable properties with regard to EUROFER steel 
[21–26]. Details on the manufacturing can be found in Ref. [16]. The 
coatings with total thickness of 2 mm consist of a 1.2 mm thick FGM and 
a 0.8 mm thick tungsten top coat. The FGM, in turn, consists of five 
interlayers of mixed tungsten and EUROFER steel, with tungsten vol% 
(taken as vol% of the mixed powder feedstock) as detailed in Fig. 1. 

For indentation analysis, cross sections of coating and substrate 
(Fig. 1) were prepared by electric discharge machining of specimens 
from the coated parts, followed by standard metallographic preparation, 
with last polishing step using Ø 0.1 μm diamond suspension. The 
hardness and modulus analysis in Section 3.1 and 3.2 of this article was 
done on samples from the 50 × 50 mm2 blocks. The larger plates are 
investigated in Section 3.3 and 3.4 to test uniformity of coating prop-
erties over larger manufacturing areas. 

The indentation experiments were conducted on an instrumented 
indenter (Zwick BZ2.5/TS15, ZwickRoell GmbH & Co. KG, Ulm, Ger-
many) equipped with a Vickers tip, using a load of 1 kg and a holding 
time of 14 s, which corresponds to HV1 measurements. In addition to 
HV1 units (effectively kilopond/mm2), the hardness plots will also 
present a scale converted to GPa units. The minimum distance between 
two indentations was 500 μm. The indentation diagonal was typically 
between 70 and 100 μm, while “splat” particles in the coating had 
typical diameters of 30–50 μm and typical thickness of 5–10 μm. With 
the applied cross-sectional cuts, the indenter hit the splats „from the 
side“, thus always deforming many splats at once. Therefore, hardness 
and modulus data obtained here represents averaged values taking into 
account the heterogeneous microstructure of the coating. The defor-
mation observed at the indentations was not visibly influenced by the 
anisotropic microstructure of “stacked splats”, i.e. the two diagonals of 
each indentation were equally long and no splats were observed to be 
“pushed to the side”, perpendicular of the indenter movement. 

The indentation cross-sections required for Vickers hardness were 
obtained with an optical microscope (VHX-1000 digital microscope, 
Keyence, Osaka, Japan). For the hardness profiles within the steel sub-
strate, a depth of up to 10 mm underneath the coated surface was pro-
bed. Care was taken to omit indentations from evaluation that were 

misplaced or showed major disturbances in the load-depth curve. The 
total number of evaluated indentations on the 50 × 50 mm2 samples is 
67 for the W top, 24–30 for each of the five FGM interlayers and 8–12 for 
the individual distances from the interface within the steel substrate 
(219 in total for the substrate). For the 300 × 200 mm2 plate (values in 
brackets for 500 × 250 mm2 plate) the total number of evaluated in-
dentations in each of three plate positions (middle, edge, corner) is 7–12 
(4–6) for the individual distances from the interface in between cooling 
channels and 1–5 (1–3) for the individual distances from the interface 
above cooling channels. 

The elastic modulus, EIT, was determined from a linear fit to the 
unloading part of the load-depth curve for each indentation, following 
the DIN EN ISO 14577 standard [31]. A detailed description of the 
analysis procedure is provided in the supporting information. The range 
for the linear fit was chosen as 40–98% of the test load, well within the 
recommendations of the DIN EN ISO 14577 standard [31]. No sample 
curve showed significant deviation from linearity in this range. 

Electron microscopic cross sections of the coating and electron 
backscatter diffraction analysis of the coating-substrate interface were 
conducted using a scanning electron microscope (EVO MA10, Zeiss, 
Oberkochen, Germany, equipped with EBSD detector e− Flash HR+, 
Bruker Nano GmbH, Berlin, Germany). The specimens for EBSD analysis 
were prepared by standard metallographic means until Ø 1 μm diamond 
suspension and subsequently vibro-polished for up to 18 h using an 
Al2O3 suspension (Ø 0.05 μm). For the EBSD measurement the speci-
mens were tilted by 70◦ to the electron beam. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Hardness profile of coated small blocks 

Fig. 2a displays the hardness profile from coating (left) to substrate 
(right) for the 50 × 50 mm2 block samples. Green circles and black 
squares correspond to hardness before and after the coating process, 
respectively. Horizontal dashed lines indicate literature values for the 
hardness of recrystallised bulk tungsten [34] and heat-treated EUROFER 
after austenitisation at 980 ◦C and subsequent annealing at 760 ◦C [35]. 
These literature values serve as a rough orientation only, because 
hardness of a metal depends strongly on its thermal history. 

The mean substrate hardness after coating was about 85–90% of the 
value before coating and showed a slight decrease towards the coating- 
substrate interface, but within error margin (Fig. 2, right side) and thus 
much less pronounced than the hardness jump found in a previous study 
(85–90% of base hardness here versus 65% of base hardness in Ref. [9]). 
The overall low hardness decrease of the substrate indicates that the 
substrate temperature mostly remained below the annealing tempera-
ture of the steel (750–780 ◦C [24]). This is, in general, a desirable 
outcome and in line with thermocouple measurements done during 
calibration of the coating process (695–752 ◦C [16]). 

Within the FGM, the hardness increased with each interlayer from 
steel to W top layer (Fig. 2, left side), indicating successful achievement 
of a functional grading. Fig. 2b shows the hardness of the coating layers 
over their analysed tungsten content (energy-dispersive X-ray analysis, 
EDX, from Ref. [16]). The aimed-for linear gradient of hardness over the 
coating layers was well achieved. A linear fit to the data in Fig. 2b 
yielded HV = 1.60*(at% W)+189.08 with R2 = 0.995. The hardness of 
the tungsten top layer is comparable to the one found in a previous, 
laboratory-produced development step of such coatings [7] and, coin-
cidentally, very close to the hardness of recrystallised bulk tungsten 
[34]. It needs to be stressed, however, that the tungsten top layer here 
cannot be seen as equal to recrystallised bulk tungsten as the route of 
manufacturing and microstructures are different. 

We note that the hardness of the first two interlayers adjacent to the 
steel substrate lies slightly below the substrate hardness as well as in the 
hardness range of pure EUROFER [35], even though the layers contain 
significant amounts of tungsten. Porosity in the coating layers could 

Fig. 1. Cross section of the coating with indication of the coating-substrate 
interface. The interlayers with different tungsten content (vol%) are 
highlighted. 
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theoretically cause a hardness reduction, but the porosity found in the 
present coatings is deemed too low to have such effect [16]. A more 
likely reason for the observed step in hardness would be that the sub-
strate may have actually undergone additional softening in the first few 
tens of micrometers underneath the interface, since here with the arrival 
of melt droplets during plasma spraying a significantly increased local 
heat input could be possible. This was not tracked with the present 
hardness measurements because the first substrate indentation was set 
500 μm away from the interface to avoid accidental deformation of the 
first tungsten/steel interlayer, which would in turn have tampered with 
the indentation result. 

However, any direct comparison to the substrate hardness is difficult 
since the involved steels differ (EUROFER for the coating, P92 for the 
substrate) and the hardness depends on thermal and mechanical history 
of the materials. Especially the thermal history differs a lot here. The 
substrate was annealed and subsequently suffered heat input during the 
coating process. The steel within the coating rapidly was cooled from 
melt droplet state. Under such conditions, hardness differences may well 
be expected. 

Fig. 3 shows an EBSD pattern, measured from the coating (left) to-
wards the steel substrate (right) of a 50 × 50 mm2 block sample. The 
coating is dominated by small, equiaxed grains whereas the steel sub-
strate displays a lath structure typical for the ferritic-martensitic steels 
P92 and EUROFER [21,22,36,37]. This ferritic-martensitic microstruc-
ture was preserved even very close to the coating interface, thus 

supporting the above finding of little to no hardness change in the 
substrate. The small grain size in the coating may stem from rapid so-
lidification of molten droplets during the coating process [38]. 

3.2. Elastic modulus profile of coated small blocks 

Fig. 4a shows the profile of elastic modulus from indentation, EIT, 
through the thickness of the coating and into the steel substrate of the 
50 × 50 mm2 block samples. The modulus in the steel substrate 
remained constant over the substrate depth (Fig. 4, right). Summarising 
over all 216 indentations in steel, the mean EIT of the substrate after the 
coating process was 226 ± 18 GPa (standard deviation) which is in good 
agreement with the room temperature literature value of 217 GPa for 
P92 steel (green horizontal dashed line Fig. 4a) [24]. Prior to coating the 
modulus of the P92 substrate was slightly higher (237 GPa, green circle 
in Fig. 4) than the literature value, but within error margin of the value 
after coating. Judging from this, the determination of modulus data from 
indentation experiments appears to be reliable here and will be extended 
onto the coating. 

Additionally, the literature elastic modulus of EUROFER was indi-
cated in Fig. 4a (horizontal green dashed line, approx. 217 GPa) [32,33, 
39]. At this point we note that the literature modulus of EUROFER is 
practically identical to the room temperature modulus of similar steels 
such as P92 and F82H [24,25,33,40–43]. A close scrutiny of the litera-
ture reveals that the value of 217 GPa always traces back to values 

Fig. 2. (a) Vickers hardness profile from coating to steel substrate (50 × 50 mm2 block sample). The vertical dashed line marks the coating-substrate interface, with data to the 
left corresponding to the W top and the five FGM interlayers and data to the right corresponding to hardness profiles within the steel substrate. Green circles show substrate 
hardness prior to coating, black squares after coating process. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals. Horizontal dashed lines show literature hardness values for 
recrystallised tungsten [34] and for annealed EUROFER [35] and serve as a rough guidance only. (b) Vickers hardness of the five coating interlayers and the tungsten top 
coating versus analysed tungsten content. The straight line represents a linear fit with R2 value indicated. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, 
the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Fig. 3. EBSD pattern (top) and corresponding SEM view (bottom) ranging from the coating (left) to the steel substrate (right) on a 50 × 50 mm2 block sample. EBSD 
colours correspond to the crystal orientation by X-inverse pole figure. Black regions in EBSD pattern are non-indexed areas. The coating is dominated by small, 
equiaxed grains while the steel substrate displays a lath structure. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web 
version of this article.) 
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reported by Tavassoli et al. upon collecting data for an ITER materials 
database, and these values were explicitly reported in Ref. [25] to be 
taken from F82H steel as a placeholder since no reliable data was yet 
available for EUROFER [25,40–42]. A more recent publication includes 
2018 data of the RCC-MRx code for EUROFER [33], again showing the 
same value of 217 GPa for both EUROFER and F82H. One may therefore 
expect that the real modulus of EUROFER will indeed be close to that of 
other ferritic-martensitic steels such as F82H or P92. However, consid-
ering the importance of EUROFER for nuclear fusion, the rather limited 
development of the database over the years for such a fundamental 
property as elasticity is striking and probably may be attributed to the 
low availability of EUROFER. Therefore, we conclude that there is a high 
need for every new attempt to gain insight into the elasticity of fusion 
materials, such as the coating modulus we study here. 

The modulus of the coating increased from the coating-substrate 
interface towards the tungsten top layer, roughly following a linear 
trend. Fig. 4b shows this trend of modulus over the analysed tungsten 
content of the coating’s interlayers (EDX data from Ref. [16]). A linear 
fit to this data (Fig. 4b) yielded EIT = 0.44*(at% W)+197.06. This fit 
only has a coefficient of determination of R2 = 0.906, with the values for 
50–80 at% tungsten differing the most. However, no more refined fitting 
model was considered to yield a significant increase in information gain 
taking into account the error margin of the modulus measurement. The 
linear fitting model is in line with the rule of mixture, since the ratio of 
tungsten/steel vol% of the interlayers was changed linearly. However, 
the absolute modulus values measured in the coating were much lower 
than expected from literature. The literature modulus value for bulk 
tungsten is 396 GPa [44,45], about 1.6 times higher than the EIT value of 
241 GPa measured here for the VPS tungsten top coating. In order to 
verify that this low modulus is not an artefact of the indentation method, 
several bulk pieces of rolled tungsten were investigated by the same 
method, resulting in an average modulus of 370 GPa (blue circle in 
Fig. 4). This is close to the literature value, albeit slightly lower. 

The slight reduction could be caused by minor cracks generated by 
indentation of the bulk tungsten with HV1 load (9.81 N). At this point 
we need to point out that the value of 396 GPa which is the current 
standard within the EUROFUSION project [44], was not determined by 
indentation. It represents a best-of value from different reports using 
both tensile testing and ultrasonic analysis. Despite this limitation where 
the literature values vary widely, we note that, among these literature 
values, the value reported from tensile testing (357 GPa) [46] is almost 
within error margin of the value we found for bulk rolled tungsten (see 
above). Therefore, the measurements presented here are able to repro-
duce literature values. Furthermore, they provide additional modulus 
data for fusion materials and thus help to establish a more profound 
database for this field where reliable material properties are still sparse. 

The much lower values found for the VPS tungsten most likely result 
from the VPS microstructure, consisting of stacks of disk-shaped parti-
cles and pores [16], rather than a dense bulk material. Even though such 
a VPS microstructure may still provide significant resistance towards 
indentation and thus display hardness similar to bulk values (Fig. 2), its 
elastic response may be expected to be more compliant. Similar modulus 
reductions compared to bulk material have been found for indentation 
tests on a variety of metallic, ceramic and cermet coatings produced by 
thermal spraying [47–50]. This has been attributed to weak spots such 
as pores, cracks, unmelted particles, oxides and weak boundaries be-
tween individual disk-shaped particles [47–50]. Nohava et al. have 
noted an effect of the indentation depth on Young’s modulus, with 
decreasing modulus for increasing depth until a saturation is reached at 
high depths. They have attributed this to the activation of an increasing 
number of the aforementioned weak spots [50]. The indentation depths 
probed in this work (>9 μm) are within the saturation range found by 
Nohava et al. for stainless steel [50]. Thus, the indentations here are 
regarded as big enough to deliver characteristic properties of the 
coating. Modulus reductions for plasma sprayed tungsten were not only 
found by indentation but also by means of four-point bending: Kovarik 
et al. tested radio frequency inductively-coupled plasma sprayed pure 
tungsten layers with significant porosity (>10%) by four-point bending. 
They reported elastic modulus values of 200 GPa and below, compared 
to 430–450 GPa for a reference rolled tungsten sheet [51]. 

The coatings studied here include unmelted particles and porosity 
[16]. Additionally, the presence of some poor intersplat contacts as well 
as minor amounts of oxide film between some disk-shaped particles, 
despite the vacuum process, cannot be completely excluded. The 
observed drop in modulus compared to bulk material, although still 
surprisingly high, is attributed to all of these defects in line with the 
abovementioned literature. This should not be seen as a weakness of the 
coating. Indeed, a higher compliance as result of porosity and low 
modulus could increase the damage tolerance of such coatings in a 
reactor environment with cyclic thermal loads, since larger strains may 
be tolerated before critical stresses are reached. 

3.3. Hardness analysis of larger coated plates 

To test the homogeneity of process heat distribution, two industry- 
coated plates sizing 300 × 200 mm2 and 500 × 250 mm2 including 
cooling channels [16] were investigated for substrate hardness at several 
positions. A previous ultrasonic immersion analysis of these plates has 
indicated adhesion of the coating, with ultrasonic echoes from under-
lying cooling channels not being blocked by any interfacial defects [16]. 
Nevertheless, the ultrasonic analysis of the 300 × 200 mm2 plate has 
indicated potential interface defects or weaker bonding at the corners 

Fig. 4. (a) Profile from coating to steel substrate showing the elastic modulus EIT probed by instrumented indentation (50 × 50 mm2 block sample). The vertical dashed line 
marks the coating-substrate interface, with data to the left corresponding to the W top and the five FGM interlayers and data to the right corresponding to measurements within 
the steel substrate. Horizontal dashed lines mark literature values of elastic modulus for bulk tungsten, and P92 and EUROFER steels [24,32,33,39,44,45]. The blue and green 
circles show data measured on rolled bulk tungsten and on a P92 block prior to coating, respectively. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals. (b) Elastic modulus of the five 
coating interlayers and the tungsten top coating versus analysed tungsten content. The straight line represents a linear fit with R2 value indicated. (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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and edges of the plate. The larger plate sizing 500 × 250 mm2 was 
coated later, so that parameters could already be optimised. Therefore, 
no similar ultrasonic "weak spot" features were found for the 500 × 250 
mm2 plate [16]. The difference of ultrasonic signals in corners compared 
to the middle of the plate could potentially be caused by lower substrate 
temperature in the corners, since the quality of layer adhesion depends 
on the substrate temperature during coating [9,27]. To investigate this, 
specimens were cut from three different regions of each plate (A,B,C, 
Fig. 5a). Regions A and B both contain cooling channels and are located 
at a short edge (A) and in the middle of the plates (B), respectively. By 
comparing them, potential differences in coating quality along the 
cooling channels can be identified. Region C is located at a corner of the 
plates. 

Several hardness profiles of the steel substrate were measured on 
each specimen following the same procedure as above. For regions A and 
B, some hardness profiles were positioned above cooling channels and 
thus stop at a depth of 4 mm below the coating-substrate interface, 
where the channels begin. The comparison of profiles above channels 
and within channel walls allowed to search for potential zones of local 
overheating. The results, however, show similar hardness profiles above 
cooling channels and in channel walls (open and closed symbols in 
Fig. 5, respectively). As a conclusion, the presence of pre-fabricated 
cooling channels in the plates did not negatively affect the tempera-
ture distribution during the coating process. This is a positive outcome 
since it takes one technological challenge out of a still very complex 
development project. In future development steps towards full-scale 
reactor components, one may counter additional heating up by using 
active substrate cooling within the coating facility. Even the already 
present cooling channels could be utilized for this. However, for the 
present development state, such active cooling was still out of scope 
since it requires substantial investment in specialised coating facilities. 
This will be needed eventually for the realisation of fusion energy. 

For the 300 × 200 mm2 plate, the hardness profiles measured in 
regions A and B were similar (black squares and orange circles in 
Fig. 5b), indicating constant quality of coating over the length of the 
plate. For the 500 × 250 mm2 plate, region A displayed higher hardness 
than region B, indicating faster cooling at the plate’s edge (Fig. 5c). 
Following this idea, the plate middle B underwent more profound soft-
ening because heat removal was slower here. The corner region C in 
both plates showed constant high hardness of approx. 252 HV1 over the 
entire probed depth (Fig. 5). The lowest hardness values in regions A and 
B were at approximately 85–90% of this value and were found close to 
the coating-substrate interface for regions A and B of the smaller plate 
and for region B of the larger plate. This is qualitatively similar to the 
hardness profile observed on the 50 × 50 mm2 blocks (Fig. 2). The base 
hardness reported for the 50 × 50 mm2 blocks is slightly higher (277 
HV1, Fig. 2a) but the hardness reduction was to 85–90% of this level, 
too. The EBSD analysis below in Section 3.3 also confirms similar sub-
strate microstructure for blocks and plates. The higher base hardness of 
the smaller blocks is assumed to be caused by variations in thermal 
history during the - nominally identical - initial heat treatment prior to 
coating that may be caused by the very differently sized pieces or by 
position within the annealing furnace. 

The decreasing hardness towards coating-substrate interface in-
dicates a slight overheating of the steel close to the interface. Such a 
local overheating is a preferred outcome since a moderately increased 
temperature close to the interface is considered beneficial for coating 
adhesion [9,27]. 

At 10 mm depth below the interface, the hardness in regions A and B 
has increased towards the constant value of region C, albeit still being 
slightly lower for the smaller plate and for region B of the larger plate 
(Fig. 5). This indicates that these regions were subjected to minor soft-
ening up to high depth. However, the corresponding heat input was low 
enough that the ferritic-martensitic microstructure of the substrate was 
preserved, as will be shown in Section 3.4. Future coating iterations will 
attempt to further push this softening to within just a few millimetres 
below the interface, in order to maintain bulk properties of the coated 
component. 

During processing the plates were only heated by spray guns. The 
meandering movement of the guns allows for inhomogeneous cooldown 
of the plates, with corners and edges being able to cool down faster. The 
corner temperature of 500 × 250 mm2 plates was measured to be about 
30–50 ◦C below the temperature in the middle of the plates [16]. This is 
confirmed by the hardness profiles in corners and edges. Only for the 
300 × 200 mm2 plate the edges apparently still had a temperature 
similar to the middle since here no hardness difference was found. The 
high hardness at the corners supports the ultrasonic indications of weak 
spots found there for the 300 × 200 mm2 plate [16]. However, for the 
500 × 250 mm2 plate a more homogeneous ultrasonic response was 

Fig. 5. (a) Schematic of a coated 300 × 200 mm2 plate with markers showing 
positions where samples were extracted for hardness tests. (b,c) Substrate 
hardness profiles below coating-substrate interface for (b) 300 × 200 mm2 plate 
and (c) 500 × 250 mm2 plate. Measurements are taken from positions A, B and 
C as shown in (a). Open symbols show measurements above cooling channels, 
closed symbols show measurements in channel walls. Error bars show 95% 
confidence intervals. 
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found [16], despite the difference in hardness profiles. This indicates 
that other process parameters may play a role as well, or that ultrasonic 
testing is less sensitive to local overheating than hardness analysis. 

Although the overall hardness decrease was low (to 85–90% of the 
base value), the qualitative trends found here highlight the importance 
of temperature management when upscaling thermal spray coating 
processes. Potentially, a more homogeneous distribution of substrate 
properties over the coated area may be achieved by additional heating of 
the corners and edge zones during the coating process. 

3.4. Microstructural analysis of larger coated plates 

To further track differences between corners and middles of the 
coated plates, the microstructure of coating and coating-substrate 
interface in these regions was analysed by SEM and EBSD. Figs. 6 and 
7 show representative SEM micrographs for the 300 × 200 and 500 ×
250 mm2 plates, respectively, with letters “B” and “C” indicating middle 
and corner of the plates as drafted in Fig. 5. 

The targeted coating layer structure was successfully achieved, with 
five W-EUROFER interlayers and a thick tungsten top coating (Fig. 6 B1, 
C1 and Fig. 7 B1,C1). When compared to the 50 × 50 mm2 samples [16], 
the coated 300 × 200 and 500 × 250 mm2 plates display a higher degree 
of porosity, as well as multiple unmelted tungsten particles (brighter 
gray particles of round shape). The porosity is exemplified in Fig. 6 B2, 
C2 and Fig. 7 B2,C2 for the W top coating of the plates. The porosity of 
this W top coating was evaluated from SEM image analysis using the 
method described in Ref. [16]. A porosity of 2.3 ± 0.9% was found (area 
% of the evaluated images). In total, 20 images of 1060 × magnification 
were evaluated: five from each of the middle and corner regions of the 
300 × 200 and 500 × 250 mm2 plates. No significant differences in 
porosity level were observed between the individual regions (individual 
porosities of the regions: 2.3 ± 0.9%, 2.9 ± 0.3%, 1.4 ± 0.3%, 2.4 ±
1.1% for 300 × 200 B,C and 500 × 250 B,C, respectively). These 
numbers are within a typical porosity range for plasma-sprayed coat-
ings, including previous lab-scale iterations of the studied tungsten-steel 
layers as well as comparable developments by atmospheric plasma 

Fig. 6. SEM micrographs of the coating on a 300 × 200 plate. (B1-3) Plate centre “B”. (C1-3) Plate corner “C”. (B1, C1) Overview of entire coating, with visible FGM 
grading and W top layer. (B2, C2) W top layer with porosity visible. (B3, C3) Close-up view of coating-substrate interface with porosity. 
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spraying [39,52,53]. We note that the porosity of 2.3% is more realistic 
than the one we previously found for the coating on the 50 × 50 mm2 

blocks [16]. This previously published, lower porosity value is probably 
caused by differences in the sample polishing procedure. 

At the coating-substrate interface, however, only minor porosity was 
observed for the plates (Fig. 6 B3,C3 and Fig. 7 B3,C3), with interface 
quality being comparable to that found earlier for the 50 × 50 mm2 

blocks [16]. The porosity at the interface is not easily quantifiable 
because of the interface’s irregularity, but as a general observation, the 
porosity adjacent to the steel substrate was lower than the one observed 
just above in the FGM. Exemplarily, the interface was tracked by taking 
several SEM micrographs along the length of the SEM samples for 
middle and corner region of the 300 × 200 mm2 and 500 × 250 mm2 

plates to visualise the interface quality. The corresponding image series 
are representative for the respective samples, with at least 3.6 mm 
length of interface captured for each series. The image series are pro-
vided in the supporting information. Here, no significant differences 
were observed between middle and corners of the plates. Notably, there 

were no signs of interface cracking or other particularly weak spots in 
the corner regions of the plates. 

An EBSD analysis just underneath the coating-substrate interface was 
conducted for the middle and corner regions of the 300 × 200 and 500 
× 250 mm2 plates. The resulting patterns are similar for all four regions 
(Fig. 8) and qualitatively match the one found for the smaller 50 × 50 
mm2 blocks (Fig. 3). They all show small, equiaxed grains in the coating, 
while in the substrate the ferritic-martensitic lath structure with elon-
gated grains was preserved. This supports the above interpretation from 
hardness analysis that the overheating during plasma spraying was low 
enough that the ferritic-martensitic microstructure of the substrate was 
preserved. 

Recalling the ultrasonic analysis of these plates [16], a potential 
weak spot found back then in the corner of the 300 × 200 mm2 plate 
cannot be confirmed by this microstructural analysis, since neither 
interface porosity nor substrate microstructure indicate differences be-
tween middle and corner. This highlights that single features in ultra-
sonic analysis of such coatings cannot simply be translated to presence 

Fig. 7. SEM micrographs of the coating on a 500 × 250 plate. (B1-3) Plate centre “B”. (C1-3) Plate corner “C”. (B1, C1) Overview of entire coating, with visible FGM 
grading and W top layer. (B2, C2) W top layer with porosity visible. (B3, C3) Close-up view of coating-substrate interface with porosity. 
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of microstructural weak spots. 
The results of this microstructural analysis indicate that the coating 

quality was relatively homogeneous over the area of the plates, besides 
the aforementioned need for improved temperature management in the 
corner regions. They also indicate that a minor overheating of the sub-
strate, as was necessary to cause the minor hardness reduction observed 
in Fig. 5, is still feasible without impairing the ferritic-martensitic sub-
strate microstructure that is desired for operation in a fusion reactor. 

4. Conclusions 

This work presents a combined indentation and microstructure 
analysis of functionally graded tungsten/steel coatings that were plasma 
sprayed onto steel substrates sizing up to 500 × 250 mm2 in area. 
Hardness profiles in the coating demonstrate achievement of functional 
grading while hardness profiles in the substrate show that substrate 
overheating, if present, was low and most pronounced close to the 

coating-substrate interface. An overall low hardness loss of the substrate 
is supported by EBSD measurements indicating no change of substrate 
microstructure. Profiles of elastic modulus were determined from 
instrumented indentation unloading data. The modulus of the steel 
substrate agrees well with literature while the coating modulus is 
strongly reduced, presumably by defects in the coating. Hardness pro-
files from different positions within larger coated plates with cooling 
channels show that the channel bores had no negative effect in terms of 
substrate overheating. The corners of the plates displayed higher sub-
strate hardness and remain potential weak spots. Taken together, this 
study indicates that functionally graded tungsten/steel coatings can be 
fabricated on large areas without excessive heat accumulation, while 
requirements for further improvement of heat management are 
identified. 

Fig. 8. EBSD analysis for middle and corner regions of coated 300 × 200 mm2 and 500 × 250 mm2 plates, ranging from the coating (left) to the steel substrate 
(right). Top figures of each image pair show SEM view, bottom pictures show EBSD patterns with colours corresponding to the crystal orientation by X-inverse pole 
figure. Black regions in EBSD patterns are non-indexed areas. In all four cases, the coating is dominated by small, equiaxed grains while the steel substrate displays a 
lath structure. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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